Dear Lee Barron, Louise Regan
We are writing to you regarding the recent divisions that have arisen within Birmingham
Trades Union Council (BTUC) and the subsequent communications from the Midlands
(West) representative of the TUCJCC (the Rep). We have enclosed copies of the relevant
correspondence for ease of reference.
You may be aware that the divisions have arisen following the resignation of the former
Secretary of BTUC, Naeem Malik, during the Council meeting of 3 June 2021 (‘3 June
Meeting’). In the absence of clear rules within the Constitution regarding resignation, the
former Secretary is considered to have resigned at the end of the 3 June Meeting.
Therefore, as under the Constitution Article 5(d), the elected Assistant Secretary has carried
out the duties of the Secretary, as Acting Secretary.
However, the former Secretary, despite reiterating his resignation at a ‘Kill the Bill’
sub-committee meeting on 7 June 2021, has since disputed his own resignation. We were
not made aware of this supposed withdrawal until the intervention of the Rep. There has
been extensive confusion caused as a result of this intervention.
So far, BTUC has received two communications from the Rep.
The first communication, titled ‘response to resignation’ and sent on 18 June 2021, was sent
to the former Secretary, who circulated the communication to the Executive Committee (EC).
The communication confirmed that the Rep had received a number of complaints from
delegates, but had only spoken to the former Secretary to reach a proposed resolution.
The Acting Secretary called the original EC meeting, taking place on 21 June 2021, and, as
necessary, invited all members of the EC. 10 attended and 1 apology was received. The
President and four other EC members were absent and sent no apologies. We now know
they met as an inquorate EC called by the former Secretary.
The EC responded to the Rep through a statement agreed at the EC meeting, noting
significant concerns as to this proposition, primarily around the methodology of the
intervention and ruling. It seems that there was no notification of an investigation as a
consequence to these complaints; no consultation of the EC members undersigned was
undertaken; and no delegates of the Council or visitors to the 3 June Meeting have
approached the undersigned EC to confirm any approach from the Rep.
Under these conditions, the EC could not accept the proposition.
It is a matter of democracy and accountability that the decisions taken by those holding
authority are fair and transparent. We do not believe that the methodology upholds either of
these principles. We also believe that, in only speaking to the former Secretary and not
formally corresponding with any of the undersigned EC members or delegates present at the
3 June Meeting, this could unfortunately lead to the Rep being misled as to the contents and
actions taken at the meeting.

The EC statement also addressed the factors that the Rep listed as part of coming to the
decision.
On 25 June 2021, the Rep sent another communication to the former Secretary. The new
communication stated the following:
I.
That the Rep had spoken to Congress House
II.
That the response to the resignation in the original communication still stands
III.
That the use by the delegate list by the elected Assistant Secretary is a breach of
GDPR
We would like to stress that we do not believe that an adequate methodology has been used
to reach this conclusion. This second communication by the Rep does not include an
explanation of the methodology, why none of the undersigned EC members, delegates or
visitors present at the 3 June Meeting were consulted, nor does it address the points raised
in the EC statement of 21 June 2021.
In addition, a letter signed by 30 delegates of the Council has now been sent to the Rep. The
letter clearly indicates wider discontent at both the conduct of the 3 June Meeting and
dissatisfaction at the proposed undermining of the Council’s democratic position.
We also believe that there is a misunderstanding of the GDPR. Delegates to BTUC have
permitted their contact information to be used for legitimate purposes by the BTUC EC, such
as the calling of meetings. We maintain that the former Secretary's failure to relinquish
access to relevant accounts following his resignation raises significant concerns.
The EC has expressed in our statement of 21 June 2021 that we are open to dialogue. We
expect that, in the event of a dispute, each side should be able to come to the table and
express their proposals on how to reach an amenable resolution. We would also expect that
those involved in attempting to mediate a dispute seek to hear the views of all sides before
arriving at its conclusion. Such a discussion is yet to take place.
We recognise that the divisions created by this undemocratic activity must come to an end to
further the cause of workers in the city. It is with this in mind that, despite being the only EC
meeting that was quorate, we are willing to cancel the Council meeting called by the quorate
EC and attend the Council meeting called by Naeem Malik. We maintain, however, that
democracy and accountability must be upheld within the BTUC in accordance with the wider
principles of the labour movement. We will, therefore, encourage BTUC delegates to
demand accountability for the failure of leadership on this matter.
We request that, in the event of a deepening crisis within BTUC, that dispute resolution take
place by means of proper investigation and consultation with the aforementioned parties,
and that the two communications sent thus far by the Rep are put aside. We extend an invite
to the meeting on Thursday to you both to observe the Council meeting.
We look forward to hearing from you soon and participating in dialogue and consultation. We
hope a resolution can be reached swiftly, to ensure that BTUC may act as a platform for
workplace struggles across Birmingham and beyond.

Signed
Melany Cruz, Vice President
Joseph Ward, Acting Secretary
Darcy Luke, Treasurer
Mohammed Mumit, Equalities Officer
Farheen Ahmed, EC Member
Stephen Booth, EC Member
Bradley Ward, EC Member
Carl Jones, EC Member
Elio Di Muccio, EC Member
Attachments
Annex A - Letter to TUC Midlands from delegates
Annex B - First Letter of TUCJCC
Annec C - EC Statement 21 June
Annex D - Second Letter of TUCJCC
Annex E - Minutes of Council 3 June [correction: Date is incorrect, this was the 3 June
meeting]
Annex F - Minutes of EC 21 June

Letter to TUC Midlands – FAO TUC Joint Complaint Committee
Dear Nick Kelleher,

As delegates to the Birmingham Trades Union Council, we write this letter to Midlands TUC
to present our serious concerns about the behaviour of Ian Scott, President and Naeem Malik,
former Secretary of BTUC. The Council meeting dated 3rd June 2021 descended into complete
chaos when the Chair (the President) refused to allow a delegate with child care concerns to
move their motion earlier in the meeting, despite wide support from the delegates present. We
would like to describe the events of the meeting to contextualise our concerns.

At the beginning of the meeting a delegate requested that their motion be moved as the first
point on the agenda due to needing to leave the meeting early to carry out childcare
responsibilities for a newborn. As pointed out in the meeting, the delegate contacted both the
President and Secretary in advance to ask for these reasonable adjustments, without response.
The Chair’s refusal was not accompanied by any argument or reason and was promptly
challenged by other delegates, both vocally and in the Zoom chat. Instead of listening to the
majority of the Council, who were willing to hear the motion early, the Chair ruled against it.
Consequently, four delegates actioned no confidence in the Chair’s ruling in rapid succession,
which led to a more erratic reaction from the Chair who continued to refuse to move the motion.

The Vice-Chair decided to step forward and try to move the motion, at this point widely
accepted by Council, to continue with the business of the meeting. As the Vice-Chair attempted
to bring order to the meeting, while the Chair shouted at and threatened delegates, the now
former Secretary continued to mute her until he finally ejected her from the online meeting
without any comment or explanation. The Vice-Chair was out of the meeting for 40 minutes,
meaning she was not allowed to listen and vote for the motion.

When she returned by her own means, the former Secretary lied to the Council saying he did
not expel her permanently, which was untrue. Throughout this process, two of the invited
speakers left the meeting in protest at the chaos witnessed.

Towards the end of the meeting, the then Secretary resigned to the Council, expressing that he
could not be talked out of his decision to resign. This, once again, triggered the fury of the
Chair who spent the last few minutes threatening delegates and using inappropriate language,
such as telling Executive Committee members that they will have ‘leather at their backs’.

Whilst we acknowledge that the resignation of the then Secretary will help BTUC move
forward with more efficiency, we remain concerned that BTUC will struggle to operate
properly with a Chair that does not have the capability to fulfil the role. We believe that what

occurred in the June Council meeting was not simply a matter of ‘procedure’ or lack of
understanding of ‘online meetings’ – as some want to point out – but a matter of failed
leadership. First, it is appalling that the Chair shows no empathy to those workers who also
have caring responsibilities. Second, we do not accept that the Chair uses his authority to
threaten EC members and delegates with punishment. It is the behaviour of Ian Scott and
Naeem Malik that prevents BTUC from doing the job that it is supposed to do. Furthermore,
we believe that the dishonest, aggressive and abusive behaviour displayed by both Ian Scott
and Naeem Malik bring BTUC into disrepute, as evidenced by the fact that speakers for the
3rd June meeting left in disgust.

We also present our concerns regarding Naeem Malik not relinquishing his role after his
resignation to the Council. To our knowledge, he has not handed access to email accounts, has
not provided membership information (with serious concerns of GDPR) and has not cooperated
in removing himself as a signatory to BTUC’s Unity Trust bank account. He has publicly told
delegates in a subcommittee meeting that he "continues to be the Secretary until an election is
held". This is unconstitutional and shows his inability to respect the Council and its rules.

We sign this letter in the hope that the unconstitutional and uncomradely behaviour of Ian Scott
and Naeem Malik is addressed by Midlands TUC. There are grave concerns for data protection
and financial integrity now that an Officer, who resigned his position in a quorate Council
meeting, now has illegitimate access to both delegates’ personal information and the bank
accounts of BTUC. This strikes us as a deeply undemocratic and it puts the legitimacy and
integrity of BTUC at risk. If an Officer can resign, and yet retain access to sensitive financial
and membership details, what does this communicate to those union branches which entrust us
with their money and the information of its members? This constitutes a breach of trust with
our partners in the labour movement, as well as being a completely unconstitutional – and
undemocratic – move by the former Secretary.

We, therefore, demand that the West Midlands TUCJCC:
i.
ii.

Instruct the former Secretary to relinquish control over official BTUC accounts and
sensitive data to the Acting Secretary
Address the intimidating and bullying behaviour of the President and provide
escalating measures

In Solidarity,

Lucy Baines (Artists Union England)
Birmingham City University UCU delegation (4 people)
John O (National Union of Journalists)

Rory Shannon (University of Birmingham, Unison)
Alison Dingle (University of Birmingham, Unison)
Paula Douglas (University of Birmingham, Unison)
Zoe Salinitro (Branch LE/975, Unite)
James Cunningham (Branch LE/975, Unite)
Mark Holland (Branch WM/6030, Unite)
Martin Hoare (Branch WM/6030, Unite)
Doug Jewell (Branch WM/6030, Unite)
John Kelsey (Branch WM/6030, Unite)
Phil Child (Branch LE/7076L, Unite)
Emma Green (University of Birmingham, Unison)
David Bailey (University of Birmingham, UCU)
David Hamblin (GMB)

Farheen Ahmed (Branch WM/6030, Unite) – General Executive Committee Member
Stephen Booth (Birmingham City Council, Unison) – General Executive Committee Member
Melany Cruz (University of Birmingham, UCU) – Vice President
Carl Jones (University of Birmingham, UCU) – General Executive Committee Member
Elio de Muccio (University of Birmingham, UCU) – General Executive Committee Member
Darcy Luke (University of Birmingham, UCU) – Treasurer
Mohammed Mumit (EFRA L&SE, PCS) – Equalities Opportunities Officer
Shingai Mushayabasa (Branch LE/975, Unite) – Anti-Racist Officer
John Rafter (National Education Union) – General Executive Committee Member
Bradley Ward (University of Birmingham UCU) – General Executive Committee Member
Joseph Ward (University of Birmingham, Unison) – Acting Secretary

18 June 2021
To Executive members and Delegates Birmingham TUC

I have unfortunately again received complaints about the way
delegates/officers have conducted themselves, this time at the June Delegate
Zoom meeting and also online.
I have already issued a statement to be communicated to all delegates
regarding future online meeting conduct. I expect all delegates to act in a
responsible and respectful manner and to speak through indication to the
chair as would be done at any physical meeting.
If future Executive and Delegate Zoom meetings are recorded, those present
might be more thoughtful of their own conduct.
Similarly communications online should also be respectful and thought given
before copying in additional recipients
Delegates have the responsibility to represent the collective view of the
branch which elects them, within the trades union council. Motions for
consideration by your trades union council should be first passed and
submitted by branches.
Similarly, the officers of the trade union councils are elected by the delegates
to the Council and are responsible to the delegates. As officers of a trade
union council registered with the TUC, they accept a responsibility to the TUC.
This includes upholding the objects of the trades council, and to work for and
support the policy of Congress and the General Council of the TUC.
For an officer to resign during a meeting without prior consideration is
extremely unusual. I have spoken to Naeem Malik who during that meeting
talked of his resignation as Secretary in the after feeling pressured by criticism
in an unruly meeting. The meeting failed to make any arrangements as a
result. In employment verbal resignations given in the heat of the moment
could lead to claims of unfair dismissal - resignations should be given in
writing. Upon reflection Naeem has decided to continue as Secretary.

Nick Kelleher, Trades Union Councils Joint Consultative Committee
representative Midlands(West)

MIDLANDS TUC, FAO LEE BARRON

STATEMENT OF CONCERN REGARDING TUCJCC COMMUNICATION
On Monday 21 June at 7pm, a meeting of the Executive Committee (EC) of the Birmingham
Trades Union Council (BTUC) took place. All members of the EC were invited to this meeting
with over 2 weeks’ notice. The meeting was attended by 10 members of the EC and received 1
apology of absence. With quoracy standing at a minimum of 7 members, the meeting was able
to proceed. It was chaired by the Vice President as the President did not attend nor send
apologies to the meeting. 4 other members of the EC similarly did not attend nor send
apologies.
We note that the former Secretary also called a meeting of the EC at the same time. We believe
that, following the resignation of the former Secretary, only the Acting Secretary, which is the
elected Assistant Secretary, can use the information and data of invitees to call an EC or
Council meeting. In addition, it is not possible for any other meeting of the EC to have met
quoracy.
The meeting agreed to the following statement addressing Midlands TUC, with regards to the
recent communication from the TUCJCC for Midlands (West), Nick Kelleher and the ongoing
disruption at BTUC:
We are writing with significant concern as to the recent dispute within BTUC and the approach
taken by the TUCJCC. We understand that the attached communications were sent to the
President, Ian Scott, and former Secretary, Naeem Malik. In the communication, the TUCJCC
recognises that multiple complaints have been received. Nevertheless, it seems that the
TUCJCC has only communicated with one person - Naeem Malik.
On 3 June, Naeem Malik resigned to the Council as Secretary of BTUC. He then established
that he will not be talked out of this. In the eyes of the Council this is a resignation. The position
of the EC is that the resignation has taken place, and we have arranged to inform the Council of
the casual vacancy at the Council meeting in July, as per the Constitution.
The EC recognises that Naeem Malik has failed to relinquish relevant information and data upon
request, despite being warned that this could constitute a data breach. The EC recognises that
Naeem Malik may regret his decision to resign. However, this does not undo a resignation. In
the absence of rules properly governing such resignation processes we have agreed a
democratic process. Naeem Malik has the opportunity to ask the Council to strike the
resignation off the minutes of the meeting before passing them as a true record. As the
resignation would not be agreed by the delegates of the Council, Naeem Malik would resume
the role as Secretary. At this point, the casual vacancy for the position of the Secretary would no
longer exist.

It is concerning that the TUCJCC has not sought to consult all members of the EC, the minutes
of the meeting, or delegates of the Council (particularly those present during the Council
Meeting of 3 June 2021). It is unclear how one can reach any conclusion without carrying out
these activities.
The communication by the TUCJCC makes 3 points with regards to the issue of the former
Secretary’s resignation:
I. That a verbal resignation is not in line with the principles of employment law;
II. That Naeem Malik felt pressured to resign
III. That Naeem Malik has chosen to remain
With regards to point I, EC members are not employees. BTUC does not have anyone on the
payroll.
We believe that it is extraordinarily unusual to lean on employment law principles in our case.
Indeed, such an approach is unprecedented. The EC are elected volunteers. As with anyone
holding political office, in trade union branches or other democratic institutions, a verbal
resignation stands as a resignation with immediate effect. In fact, people holding paid public
office such as Councillors, MPs etc. can also do so, with no ability to unilaterally withdraw their
resignation.
Naeem resigned publicly to the body that elected him, stating clearly that “I will not be talked
out of it". Furthermore, on 7 June 2021, at a Subcommittee meeting, he reiterated that he had
resigned.
As a result, we are entirely opposed to the TUCJCC’s approach and do not accept its validity in
our case. We continue to believe Naeem has resigned and is no longer in the role of Secretary.
With regards to point II, the meeting on 3 June was incredibly intense and poorly chaired.
However, at the point of Naeem’s resignation, he was not being addressed. The Equalities
Officer was responding to another member of the EC, after the issue raised regarding the
agenda had been settled. Naeem chose to interrupt and resign from his position.
Whilst it may be possible that Naeem regrets his resignation, we do not accept that his
resignation was made under pressure or duress.
With regards to point III: following the points addressed above, Naeem has, undoubtedly,
resigned to the Council. While he may regret his resignation, this does not mean he can
unilaterally withdraw his resignation.
To deny the resignation is clearly undemocratic; this is not expected of our TUCJCC. We are
open to engaging in dialogue to reach a resolution. However, democracy must be at the heart
of our organisation and central in any decision-making or apparent mediation of the EC.

We urge Midlands TUC to recognise the partial and dissatisfactory approach taken by the
TUCJCC.
Therefore, we do not accept the intervention, the position of the attached communication, or the
methodology of the TUCJCC in this matter.
Finally, we would like to reiterate that we are open to dialogue, based on the practices of
comradely discussion well-established in the trade union movement. We are keen to heal the
arising divisions, to ensure that delegates may benefit from the platforming of workers’ struggles
and successes across the city and beyond.
We look forward to hearing from Midlands TUC.
Executive Committee
Birmingham Trades Union Council
21.06.2021

6/30/2021

Gmail - Notification from TUCJCC rep Midlands(West)

Joseph Ward <joseph.ward232@gmail.com>

Notification from TUCJCC rep Midlands(West)
1 message
Naeem Malik <btucsec@hotmail.com>
To: Naeem Malik <btucsec@hotmail.com>

27 June 2021 at 11:47

Hi All,
I am circulating this on behalf of Nick Kellleher, Trades Union Council Joint
Consultative Committee representative Midlands(West) on his instruction.
25 June 2021
To all Delegates Birmingham TUC

Having checked with Congress House, there has been no change in advice
since that of 18 June.
The recognised Secretary of Birmingham TUC is Naeem Malik.
The email of Birmingham TUC is btucsec@hotmail.com
The Assistant Secretary should not be referring to himself as Acting Secretary.
Recent correspondence that has been sent to all delegates
from btuc.comms@gmail.com has been sent in breach of GDPR.
Documents claiming to be from the Executive Committee, calling a Delegate
Meeting and using the Birmingham TUC and TUCongress logos have been sent
from this email.
The issue has been reported to the TUCJCC.
The correct Zoom link to the next BTUC Delegate meeting on Thursday 1st July
is: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89550888818?pwd=
S2o3SWdhekxrRGc3WjMydit0Q3JoUT09 Meeting ID: 895 5088 8818 Passcode:
027430

Nick Kelleher, Trades Union Councils Joint Consultative Committee
representative Midlands(West)
Nick Kelleher,
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=6927801031&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1703716674917963990&simpl=msg-f%3A1703716…
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BTUC Delegates Meeting Thursday 6th May 2021 7:00 pm to 9 pm.
Venue: Online Zoom
Agenda
1. Apologies: Tracey Perry; Paula Douglas; Patricia Jones; Stephen Brown
2. Welcome to New Delegates: N/A
3. Point of Order:
a. JC – point of order, moves that UNITE motion is heard first as needs to leave due to
childcare as communicated to IS, NM, JW before meeting. IS rejects proposal –
speakers to be heard first. SR – motion is controversial and agenda should remain as
is and procedures should be followed. Speakers and delegates voice support for
accommodating proposers’ childcare responsibilities. SB moves no confidence in the
chair. Seconded by MC, DL, SF. Disputed by IS, NM, GF. SB will contact MTUC
regarding the matter. MC proposes to move motion of no confidence as VP. DH
suggests we hear the motion as reasonable adjustment. Commotion breaks out – IS
orders removal of MC. NM removes MC from meeting. JW – proposal to vote on the
motion, given that it is the overwhelming view of the delegates and a motion of no
confidence in the chair has also been put. IS agrees to hear a motion.
i. Vote on hearing the motion: 30 in favour (of 38 delegates).
b. JC – moves motion on continuation of online meetings (seconded CJ). SR – speaks
against – next govt decision is not until June and motion is restrictive in terms of
committing the BTUC for full year. KF – in favour based on vaccination and risks of
delta variant. NM – suggests there are problems with how the motion was put. No
reason to discuss the merits or demerits of the motion. Return to physical meetings
has not been proposed. BTUC should decide on basis of evidence. Alleged to receive
private communication where EC officers have been organising in favour of the
motion but such individuals should be impartial. Suggestion that the motion is heard
next month. In discussion it was suggested physical meetings will put delegates in
conflict with unions and that cases are rising. SR previously raised the prospect of
return to physical meetings, and all indications suggest the situation is deteriorating
again and many delegates have to use public transport etc. It was also suggested the
motion was too rigid and the situation should be reviewed again in 3 months.
c. NM – amendment to review the situation in 3 months’ time. GF – seconded. DH –
against amendment and original motion.
i. Vote on amendment: For: 11; Against: 23.
ii. Vote on motion: For: 26; Against: 11. Abstentions: 2.
d. GF – does that mean that mean that if the situation changes, delegates meetings will
still be online? NM – suggests that it will. GF – this has hamstrung the council. IS –
registers disgust at being interrupted. When chair rules it must be adhered to and
this will be raised at EC meeting. NM – complaint to be made regarding the Assistant
Sec. JW – Willie Howard has had to leave meeting. CJ – Inskip has also had to leave.
MH – requests that the VP be readmitted. MC – only able to re-join the meeting by
changing device. This was an undemocratic and horrible thing to do. Suggests she
will contact the MTUC about this. Thanks to MH for raising the issue. ZS – rank
sexism to treat the most senior woman in the BTUC in this way. IS – refutes any
allegation of sexism. Long record in trade unionism and of supporting female

Birmingham Trades Union Council
54-57 Allison St, Birmingham B5 5TH website www.btuc.org email btuc.comms@gmail.com
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4.

5.
6.

7.

candidates. VP only takes over when the president is unable to attend. Refutes that
Melany was kicked out. MC – suggests that Naeem unilaterally removed her from
meeting. NM – she was asked to be quiet 3 times by the chair. It was only a
temporary removal. Momentum ruined TU movement in Birmingham and is trying
to do the same to BTUC. MC – suggests she was removed permanently by NM. NM –
suggests she was repeatedly interrupting and so was left with no choice. MC –
suggests she was trying to challenge a false assertion. GF – proposes MC is removed
from the meeting once again for disruptive behaviour.
Guest Speakers:
a. Jane Inskip (UCU – Novus/Prisons): speaker earlier left the meeting.
b. Willie Howard (UNITE – Thurrock Council): speaker earlier left the meeting.
c. Mohamed Suleman (Kashmiri Liberation):
i. Boris Johnson is trying to secure trade deals with India at G7. Modi govt is
guilty of human rights abuses. Multiple protests coming up centred around
G7. 11th June protest against G7. 12th – protest for worldwide peace. 13th –
protest against bill going through parliament. Details here.
ii. SR – BTUC agreed £100 donation to support the RESIST G7 movement.
Protest in Hayle 1pm 12th June.
iii. SF – those who are unable to get down to Cornwall, what can we do to help?
MS – suggests donations can be made to RESIST G7 coalition online.
iv. DL – importance of the issue cannot be underestimated. BTUC has donated
£100. MS – BJP is a fascist party. Ian Ward and BCC will be welcoming a
delegation from Indian govt – this should also be opposed.
Correspondence:
a. N/A.
Delegates Minutes:
a. Matters of Accuracy: N/A. SF – received no invite and no minutes from the previous
meeting. Jasmin Ahmed hasn’t either. NM – will correct distribution lists to ensure
they are up-to-date. KF – not received the minutes or the invite to the meeting. IS –
suggests that this will be rectified. Moved (JW); Seconded (SR).
Matters Arising:
a. Item 7: SR – CAZ press release which has been issued. RH – proposes press release is
rewritten. March 2020 motion was quickly redundant as impossible to build
sufficient parking space around the ring road. 37,000 uncompliant cars would be
travelling into the city centre. This would require 12 bullring size carparks.
Mitigations must be strengthened. What would those affected regard as fair
compensation? This should be the starting point. SR – motion must be brought by a
branch to change policy. RH – motion has been buried for over a year until the day
before CAZ. SR – release needs to be circulated to delegates. IS – new motion can be
brought by RH. SF – you won’t get charged twice on the CAZ. You can also apply
online for the scrappage scheme and other mitigations. PB – agrees with RH. We
need to look at policies we’re promoting on clean air – focus on public transport etc.
KF – currently lots of hostility to cyclists. CAZ will help to mitigate against this. RH –
real solution is fair, free public transport. Over 100 cities across the globe have this.
There is a climate taskforce. MTUC have not contributed anything on it. Climate
change assembly has now been established. First meeting is on 23rd of June.
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8.

9.

10.

11.
12.

b. Item 7(a): JW now has the motion from Sandy of BSG. Can pass on for circulation in
branches/CLPs.
Reports from EC Minutes:
a. Item 15(c): MM – why were the agenda items which were agreed at the EC meeting
not at the top of the meeting? NM – workplace reports would be heard from
delegates at the end. SR – agenda has been circulated earlier this week. No issues
were raised previously. NM resigns as Secretary of the BTUC, effective immediately
and says he will not be talked out of this decision. IS – most disgraceful meeting of
the BTUC he has witnessed in 30 years. Suggests some delegates need ‘leather down
their backs’. There will be consequences and this will be raised at the EC.
b. Item 10(b): SR – executive agreed KONP rally on Saturday 3 rd July. Important for
delegates to attend.
c. 10 (a): SR – Kill the Bill meeting on Saturday was a modest success. Leader turned up
but did not speak. Important that we continue to build over this issue.
Officers Reports:
a. IS – there will be repercussions from today’s meeting.
b. DL – current balance stands at £17,955. Royal London assets at around £61,000. As
an officer of BTUC, it is insulting to hear threats from the chair. Refused to listen to
the members and the resulting argument was of the chair’s doing.
Motions:
a. Commonwealth Games (NEU):
i. SR – Kashmiris have suffered considerably as a result of Modi’s action. This is
not about hostility to Indian people, but to raise concerns around
oppression in Kashmir. Motion should be circulated more generally around
the TU movement. Moves the motion. Seconded (DL).
ii. Favour: (13): Against (0). Motion carried.
b. Jobs Motion (NEU)
i. RH – motion to BCC to set up a jobs taskforce. SC has been setup and has
met twice. Ian Ward has agreed to meet members of the SC. 17,000 16–24year-olds are on social security. Motion seeks to ensure those young people
get jobs and esp. green jobs – including retrofitting. Unions need to have a
role in this movement. Seconded (SR).
ii. Favour (15); Against (0); Motions carried.
c. BTUC Meetings (UNITE) (heard under item 3).
Workplace Reports: N/A
AOB:
a. SR – demonstrations of young women on Palestine. Defenders of East Jerusalem
Mosque have called a demo on 12th June at Downing Street. There will also be a
demo on the same day at Hale related to the G7.
b. IS orders the meeting closed.
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Notice of BTUC Executive Meeting Monday 21st June 7:00 pm to 9 pm.
1. Apologies: SM.
2. Attendance: MC, JW, DL, JR, EDM, BW, FA, SB, CJ, MM.
3. Correspondence:
a. Unite 6030 Affiliation 2021 – confirmation that FA has been reinstated as a delegate
following a technical error that has now been resolved.
b. NUJ Coventry & Birmingham – motion of no confidence in the chair received.
c. Stuart Richardson – support for the NHS rally (3rd July).
4. Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting:
a. Matters of Accuracy: N/A.
b. Moved as true record (JW); seconded (SB).
5. Matters Arising from Executive Committee Meeting
a. N/A
6. Matters arising from the minutes of the delegate meeting
a. Meeting conduct. DL – needless disruption to the meeting. Chair could have easily
avoided the disruption by accommodating motion request. NM resigned from
Secretaryship. No communications have been received regarding this or handover of
account access. MM – the point of resignation was in regard to the order of the
delegates meeting, not made under any pressure. Fallout of the resignation has been
undemocratic. Only means to un-resign would be to remove the matter from the
minutes. EDM – MM’s point regarding the order of the meeting was politely put and
no pressure was exerted; it was a routine point. Seems to be a concerted attempt to
attack certain members of the EC. If you are unwilling to answer the question then
that raises questions about ability to do the role. MC – NM’s resignation was effective
as of the meeting, and was proposed as such. Found it particularly concerning that
the TUCJCC has not acted in the interests of balance or mediation, but has taken the
word of NM and IS, rather than a more balanced approach (i.e. offer to meet all EC).
DL – received nothing from NM until correspondence letter from TUCJCC
‘unresigning’. Lack of faith in TUCJCC’s intervention. MM – letter has been drafted by
MM and FA – proposal for EC to consider and send statement to NK & LB.
i. Proposal for letter to be sent to NK & LB.
a. For: 9; Against: 0.
b. MC – have the speakers who left been contacted by the relevant EC contacts? CJ –
initial apology made to Jane Inskip (UCU). Speaker suggested the atmosphere of the
meeting was not conducive to TU business & they did not agree with the lack of
support for people with caring responsibilities. JW also made initial apology to Willie
Howard (UNITE – Thurrock Council).
i. Proposal for formal letter of apology to speakers. Agreed by consensus.
c. Election of secretary.
i. MM – casual vacancy needs to be notified to the council. In discussion it was
agreed this will be notified to Council on July 1st, nominations deadline 15th
July, online voting 16th-22nd, ratified at EC on 26th July. SB – timetable needs
to be put to the Council to ensure council is on board. Agreed by consensus.
7. Review of subcommittees and reports
a. Jobs SC (jobs activist workshop): CJ – Jobs SC meeting earlier today was during working
hours. Two previous meetings and one organised with Ian Ward regarding the jobs’
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8.

9.

10.

11.

crisis. IW gave apologies for the absence of TU reps on jobs taskforce (already exists).
He would like to have a single TU rep; Jobs SC would like two reps. Good to have reps
from UNITE, UNISON, GMB. End of July workshop – JAWS (jobs activist workshop).
Jack Dromey MP has agreed to speak. Further meeting with Ian Ward
(August/September).
b. Equalities SC – MM – no meeting this month. Some discussion of Refugee week which
became confused and obscured by internal issues. Hopefully able to meet during the
course of this month but difficult because of personal workload and other issues atm.
c. Comms SC – NM is refusing to relinquish control email, FB, website accounts. Decision
would be difficult to action in this situation. One topic for discussion would be
moderation of FB group. MC – NM has been deleting and blocking posts arbitrarily –
this needs to be addressed. DL – some anti-Semitic posts have been circulated – this
must be addressed. Also important that the Comms SC chases up multiple WhatsApp
groups. CJ - one seems to be WhatsApp group of the 2020 committee (from SR’s
email). This was discussed at EC in Feb/March, when 2021 members requested access
to this group but this was denied. Comms WhatsApp is specifically for comms related
business. SB – 2020 EC WhatsApp Group – as far as anyone is concerned this is a BTUC
group. If this is being used for BTUC business it is in breach of rule 17. JW will continue
to lead on trying to clarify the situation for delegates around account access.
Workplace reports
a. UNISON (Sandwell Leisure Centre) – protest tomorrow (26 th) against fire & rehire
measures imposed. DL to attend and discuss possible speaker.
b. Rhiannon (BCU – UCU) – ongoing action at BCU.
c. University College Birmingham (UCU) – fire and rehire/redundancies threatened.
Would be good to have an update to Council.
d. GMB Update – recent court decision – could ask D. Hamblin for an update?
e. PCS (Danus) – many ongoing disputes – would be useful to get another update.
Speakers for future meetings
a. Fire & Rehire: FA – Unite is leading a campaign on this – either Howard Beckett or
Steve Turner to speak? DL – Barry Gardiner presenting an Private Members Bill on fire
and rehire – could also ask? JW – could ask Willie Howard (Thurrock Council) also.
Establishment of the Delegates meeting Agenda (inc. motions communicated by Jun 21 st)
a. NUJ Motion.
i.
DL – need to clarify if this is a VONC in the chair & a new chair be elected. This
would only be meeting specific, rather than apply to the President. MM – may
need to raise this as a query with the proposer. SB – suggestion to proposer
to add parentheses to clarify whether he means chair of that meeting or the
President of BTUC. Agreement to clarify with the proposer.
b. Workplace Reports (see above).
c. DL – former Secretary may have received motions which we have not been party to.
Need to request these motions – JW actioned to do so.
Future events and activities:
a. 3rd July – NHS Rally – KONP in Victoria Square – continue to share materials and
support the event.
b. 31st July – JAWS (jobs activist workshop).
c. KTB Group – strategy of KTB group seems to be to piggyback on other protests and
events. Proposal that BTUC produce a two-page leaflet on the content of the PCSC
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bill. No decision to hold a discrete event. DL – leaflets have been distributed in the
past without EC approval and littered with errors. Any requests to sanction payment
will need to be approved but will be rejected if not to standard. CJ – the attendance
at previous KTB has been overstated. FA – there are many equalities issues around
this strategy. Co-opting events of feminist and other movements is to undermine and
impose upon these issues. SB – Doug Morgan is chairing KTB group meetings. 3 events
mentioned are women’s event, LGBTQ+ event and NHS event 3rd July. MC – good to
have clarification. DL – contact SR & DM regarding any leaflets etc. Also proposes to
question the tactics being adopted as BTUC is implicated.
12. Financial report
a. DL – rules and regulations around cc’ing and bcc’ing people into emails without
consent. Also proposal request consent from speakers to use video clip extracts.
i. CJ – has raised cc & bcc with SR previously to which he apologised. SB – video
vignettes was the norm with physical meetings.
b. DL – account value is mostly the same as previous meeting. Quarterly report will be
circulated by the end of this month. There are issues with BUTC finances. The
constitution says the accounts should be audited. DL has received no evidence that
this has been happening. TU branches trust the BTUC with their money. Proposal for
next EC to appoint auditors to do this. DL has also seen no affiliation forms and NM
has refused requests for forms meaning the number of delegates affiliated and details
of the branch are unclear. No way to cross reference payments. No clear database of
branch affiliations and when affiliations are due. Info is currently kept in a fragmented
and centralised way. Proposal that all affiliation forms should be copied to the
Treasurer. Proposal that s/sheet of affiliations is created for Treasurer. Current
organisation of the accounts is currently in complete disarray. Intends to circulate full
financial report, with comments on organisation, to delegates. Agreed by consensus.
c. DL – NM, having resigned, has not relinquished accounts access information. He has
no legitimate right to this information as things stands. MC – further evidence of the
former Sec obstructing business of the council.
MM proposes suspension of standing orders & extension of meeting for 15 mins. Agreed.
13. AOB (Please inform the Acting Secretary of any matters you want to raise under AOB before
the meeting)
a. JW’s absence on July 1st – FA agreed to assist with minutes & organisation of Zoom.
b. MM – order of the agenda – need to ensure this is clear. SB – if motion of confidence
is against President, then should be the first item on the agenda. Agreement that the
motion of no confidence should be first. Proposal to invite speakers from 7.30
onwards. Need to explain order to delegates in notice of the meeting.

